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The spin-wave relaxation times in antiferromagnetic dielectrics of the "easy plane" and
"easy axis" are calculated. It is shown that the width of the antiferromagnetic resonance
(AFMR) line due to the interaction of the spin waves with the freely moving polarons can
exceed in order of magnitude the width of the AFMR line due to the spin-spin interaction.
In the case of antiferromagnetic semiconductors, the relaxation is determined by the same
formulas as the relaxation obtained for antiferromagnetic dielectrics. A difference is observed only in the carrier effective masses.

1. INTRODUCTION
RELAXATION processes and the line width of
antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR) in pure antiferromagnets are due to different interactions of
the spin waves with one another and of the spin
waves with the phonons. We shall consider relaxation processes in antiferromagnetic dielectric and
semiconductors having a sufficiently large number
of carriers (on the order of 10 18 -10 19 cm- 3). The
width of the AFMR line will be governed not only by
the aforementioned interactions, but also by the
interaction between the spin waves and the carriers
in these substances.
We consider for concreteness an antiferromagnetic dielectric in which the carriers are
polarons [1 J. The region of temperatures T will be
chosen such as to be able to neglect the processes
connected with jumps of polarons from one lattice
site to another[ 2 J: T « tiw 0 (w 0 ~ 10 14 -10 15 sec-1 limiting frequency of optical phonons). This allows
to regard the polaron as a freely moving particle
obeying Boltzmann statistics. The polaron mass M*
is assumed to be of the order of 10-100 electron
masses[ 1• 3 J.

electrons can be written in the form of a sum of the
following Hamiltonians: the Hamiltonian ::Je1 describing exchange interaction between A- and Pelectrons, the Hamiltonian ::Je2 describing their magnetic dipole interaction, and the Hamiltonian ::Je3
describing the interaction of the magnetic moment
Mj(r, t) (j = 1, 2) of the A-electrons with the polaron current j. However, .'Jt3 can be neglected
compared with ::Je2 , since the polaron current is
small, owing to the large polaron mass. Therefore
the total Hamiltonian .IJC of the antiferromagnetic
dielectric will be written in the form of the sum of
the Hamiltonian ::fes connected with the magnetic
energy of the antiferromagnetic dielectric, the
Hamiltonian ::Jep characterizing the energy of the
free polarons, and the interaction Hamiltonians ::Je1
and ::Je2 :
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We separate two groups of electrons in the antiferromagnetic dielectric; a group of A-electrons,
responsible for the production of the antiferromagnetism, and a group of P-electrons, responsible for
the production of polarons in the material. The
Hamiltonian of interaction between these groups of

::Je 1 = 1-1 ~ ~ ~ ¢p+(r, t)G'!Jp(r,t)H/(r,t)dr,
j=i
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Here M1 and M2 are the magnetic moments of the
sublattices; J is the exchange integral between the
electrons of type A and P; H0 is the external magnetic field; a, a 12 , and 6 are the exchange constants, 13 and {3 12 the magnetic-anisotropy constants,
JJ. the Bohr magneton, u the spin operator of the
P-electrons, and IJI~(r, t) and 1Pp(r, t) are the operators for creation and absorption of a P-electron at
the point rat the instant of time t. The operators
IP~ and 1Pp can be expanded in plane waves characterizing the free polaron:
1_
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The final form of the Hamiltonian 3e in terms of
the spin-wave and polaron creation and annihilation
operators is

= 3fs + 3fp + 3fsp, + 3fsp, + 3fsp,,
3e. = W + ~ [;&ucifclf + IE2rc:frc2r],
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The operators M/;j' M17 j' and M~j are connected
with the Holstein-Primakoff operators aj and aj by
the formulas [4 ]

= M0 -J.ta;+a;J

M'li
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where ~jf is the energy of the spin wave of the j -th
branch, Ea(k) is the energy of a polaron having a
P-electron spin projection equal to a:
Ea(k) = 8p (ak) 2

+ 2aJ.tMol,

a=± 1/2,

8p

== 1t.2/2M•a2,

a is the interatomic distance;

vf

3esp, = 4Jl ..
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with the unit vectors el;j• ~j· and e~j for the case
of anisotropy of the "easy plane" type (13 -131 2 > O)
chosen as follows: the unit vector e~;j is oriented
in the direction of the magnetic moment of the j -th
sublattice Mjo in the ground state, e~;j = Mj 0/Mj 0 ;
the unit vector e~ j is oriented along the anisotropy
axis, and e17 j = etj X e~j.
For the case of anisotropy of the "easy axis"
type (/3 - 13t2 < O)

Mti

a1k

13 (a) bk (t) ],

where a (u) and 13 (u) are spin function defined by
u~;a = a, and u~;/3 = -13; dk, bk, dk, and bk are
operators for the creation and absorption of a
P-electron with momentum k and spin projections
+1/2 and -1/2; Vis the volume of the body.
It is convenient to represent the quantities
Mj (r, t) in the form
M;

tute them in (1). Then the Hamiltonian of the antiferromagnet 3e is expressed in terms of the operators ajk• ajk' dk, dk, bk, and bk (ajk and ajk are the
Fourier transforms of the operators aj (r) and
a. (r)) . However, the operator 3es will not be diagohal in the operators a+ and a. It is diagonalized
with the aid of a canonical uv-transformation from
the operators ajk to the spin-wave creation and
annihilation operators cjk and cjk [5]:

k

~ ~e-ikr[a•(a)dk+(t)+ f(a)bk+(t)1
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Here uj (f) are the coefficients of the canonical uvtransformation (5), and if we neglect the magnetic
dipole interaction of the spins, then, according
to[s-sJ'
Ut(f) = U11 = U21 = -Vu =
u2(f) = u12 = -u22

=

-Vzi

= (c'IJ.1.Mo/4~u)'f,,

D12 = -v22 = {c'IJ.1.Mo/4~u) 't..

(9)

(4)

(We have confined ourselves in (4) to the first
terms of the expansion of the operators of the moments Mj in terms of the operators aj and aj, since
we are not interested in the interaction of spin
waves with one another.)
We now use relations (2), (3), and (4) and substi-

(We note that in our approximation the formulas (9)
for the uv-transformation coefficients hold true
both for "easy axis" and "easy plane" anisotropy.)
The Hamiltonians 3t'sp1 and 3t'sp 2 describe the
creation and absorption of a spin wave with and
without change in the P-electron spin projection,
and the Hamiltonian 3fsp 3 describes scattering of a

,
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spin wave without change of the P-electron spin
projection.
3. INCREASE OF AFMR LINE WIDTH BY SPINPOLARON INTERACTION
The dependence of the AFMR line width on the
temperature and on the external magnetic field is
determined, besides by the character of the interaction, by the spectrum of the spin waves tWjf·
Let us consider anisotropy of the ''easy plane''
type. The spin-wave spectrum is of the form

I

if=

[8N2 (a/) 2

+ tW ;o 1''•,
2

j =

1, 2,

(10)

where tW 10 = ~-tM 0 l2o (,B - ,B a] 112 , tW20 = ~-tH 0 , H0 is the
external magnetic field, lying in the basal plane,
and eN = ,:.&M 0[2o (a - a 12J112/ a is a temperature on
the order of the Neel temperature.
If we take account of the Dzyaloshinsku energy
dM 1 x M2 in the Hamiltonian3ts• then it is necessary to replace H~ in the expression for tW 2f by
H0(H 0 + dM 0), and in the expression for tW1f it is
necessary to add under the square root the term
~ot 2 dM 0 (H 0 + dM 0).
The change per unit time in the number of spin
waves njf of the j -th branch with wave vector f is
described by the kinetic equation
n;r = Z;u {n, N}

+ Z;2r{n, N} + Z1 r{n, N},
8

j = 1, 2. (11)

The collision integrals ~jtf• .Xj 2f, and Zj 3f are connected respectively with the Hamiltonians 3t'sp 1,
3t'sp2' and 3t'sp3:
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where the variational derivative is taken at the
equilibrium values of nj~> and N~~·
If we now put f = 0 in (12) and (12') and calculate
(14), then we get, owing to the impossibility of
satisfying simultaneously the momentum and energy conservation laws,
( fj,?£ jfO
6n;o

)

o

= ( {j?£ j20
6n;o

=

)
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Therefore when f = 0 the relaxation Tj~ is determined only in terms of the variational derivative of
the collision integral ?£j3 0:
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It follows further from (15) that the number of
P-electrons with given spin projection does not
change. This allows us to effect the normalization
(17)
k

= 0,

Z 21r{n, N} =----.;-

To determine the relaxation of the magnetic moment (and also the AFMR line width) it is necessary
to find the change in the number njf-O of the spin
waves of the j-th branch with wave vector f = 0.
Recognizing that in the equilibrium state nj8> = 0
and njo » 1, we get from (11) for the AFMR line
width

+ 1) Nak' (1- Nak)}

X {J (Ea (k)- Ea (k') -18;r + 18;1') a (k

+ f ' - k'- f).
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Here Nak is the distribution function of polarons
having P-electron spin projections equal to a.
Formulas (11), (12), (12'), and (13) make it possible to determine the spin-wave damping T~} as a
function of the wave vector f.
J

Np is the total number of polarons in the body.
Going over in (16) from summation to integration
and using (10) and (17), we obtain the following
value for damping at temperatures tWjo::::: T « eN:

___!
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where C = Nr/N is the relative polaron concentration.
Let us obtain a numerical estimate for Tj~ at the
same temperatures as in Ozhogin's papers [8 ). Putting T ~ 1 - lOoK, C ~ 10- 4 (polaron concentration
~ 10 19 cm- 3), o ~ 10 3, ~-tMoJ ~ 300°K, we obtain
Tj~ ~ 107-10 8 sec- 1, which coincides in order of
magnitude with the AFMR line width due to the
spin-spin interaction.
Let us consider anisotropy of the "easy axis"
type. The relaxation Tj~ is determined also by Eq.
(16). If the external magnetic field H0 is applied
along the anisotropy axis and lies in the interval
He » H0 > Ha, (He ~ 2oM 0 , Ha = (26[(3 - (3 12 1 ) 112M 0),
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then the spin-wave spectra S'jf have the form given
by Eq. (10) (see[4 J). Consequently, the damping is
determined by formula (18) derived above. A similar situation is observed also in an external magnetic field H0 « He perpendicular to the anisotropy
axis. According to [4 J, the spectrum S'jf coincides
in form also with expression (10) and the damping
is determined by formula (18).
In antiferromagnetic semiconductors, in which
the carriers are electrons obeying Boltzmann statistics, the increase in the AFMR line width is obviously given by the same formulas (18). The only
difference lies in the value of ®p, in which the
polaron mass M* must be replaced by the electron
mass; this, according to (18), leads to an essential
increase in the width of the AFMR line. This increase in the AFMR line width greatly exceeds the
spin-spin width of the antiferromagnetic resonance.
In conclusion we point to antiferromagnetic
semiconductors in which there is a sufficiently
large number of carriers and in which we can expect, consequently, a noticeable increase in the
AFMR line width. These are CuFeS2 (carrier density~ 10 19 cm- 3) and UTe 2 (density~ 10 18 -10 19
cm-3).[9]
The required polaron density can be produced
in antiferromagnetic dielectrics by irradiating the
sample with light from a laser or by injection of
electrons to pass a large current through the dielectric. [1]
The author is grateful to V. G. Bar 'yakhtar and
S. V. Peletminskil for a discussion of the work.
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